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This module focusses on boundary walls in particular but the information can be used to
record stone used for buildings, monuments, and gravestones.
Having followed Workshop 2a-c where the major stone types are characterised,
recorders are encouraged to examine walls in their locality, record the stone types used
and where they were quarried if known. Note the construction style of the walls, and
detail how the stone was finished by the craftspeople who built them. This can be done
as a community exercise by local groups, students, or by individuals as a ‘Wall Game”.
The information documents features of important local heritage and fabric that is often
threatened with removal, and will be particularly useful if and when walls require repair.

Limestone drystone wall, the Burren, Co. Clare

Local geological
varieties in wall
materials.

Granite wall, Moycullen,
Co. Galway

Green slate wall with
vertical capping stones,
Killarney, Co. Kerry

Calp limestone wall,
Dublin

Some questions
relating to walls:
(i) What are they
made of? (ii) Can the
quarry sources of the
stone be identified?
(iii) Is the date of
construction known?

Sandstone/Conglomerate
wall, Duncannon, Co.
Waterford

Style of walls and stone arrangement

Coursed random rubble walling

Squared or snecked walling

Coursed random rubble walling
with buttress supports

Random rubble walling

Style of walls and stone arrangement

Uncoursed random rubble

Uncoursed square rubble
Diagrams from E.J. Burrell Building
Construction and Drawing (1896)

Coursed random rubble

Coursed square rubble

Regular coursed rubble

Stone finishes & Stone working tools
1. Rock Face
2. Pointed
3. Pointed

1

2

4. Toothed chisel
5. Square drove
6. Hammered
All examples have
drafted margins
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••••••••••••••••
Selection of chisels,
hammers (minus
handles) and mallet
used by stone
masons
••••••••••••••••
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Diagrams from G.P.
Merrill Stones for Building
and Decoration (1891)

Stone finishes
Top row (from left):
Blue Honed
Dark Honed
Polished
Bottom row (from left):
Flamed
Chiselled
Bush Hammered
All examples are of the
Threecastles
Limestone,
Co. Kilkenny (courtesy
of McKeon Stone,
Stradbally).

Robinson’s Wall Game
This exercise was first devised in the 1990s by Eric Robinson, an
English geologist as a means of encouraging people to examine local
walls. This he knew would be a fun scheme for local groups, schools
and individuals.
v

At your wall divide it up along its length and assign about 2m to each pair of
recorders. Take great care if working along a road. Do not climb the wall and
take care not to dislodge loose stones. Ideally wear hard hats and hi-viz vests.

v

Photograph and/or sketch the wall and provide a scale.

v

Describe the general shape of the wall, its height, arrangement of any coping
or cap stones, and its cross-sectional shape if possible i.e., does it get narrower
towards the top or it of consistent thickness?

v

Record/describe the different rocks present by texture (coarse, medium, or
fine grained, layered, crystalline) and colour.

v

Identify them as far as possible to ‘granite, sandstone, limestone, slate etc’ and
estimate proportions of each.

v

Record whether any stone type is weathered and decayed.

v

Are some stone types used in particular parts of the wall and not in other parts,
ie coping, walls, quoins?

v

What finishes are present – smooth, split, rough, dressed?

v

Is the wall made of random rubble or cutstone and is it coursed or uncoursed?

v

Are any fossils present?

v

Is the stone local or was it quarried a long distance away? Is its source known?

v

When was the wall built?

v

Record any other unusual features such as carved elements.

Sketch of a wall
(From E. Robinson 1996. In
Geology on your Doorstep.
Geological Society of
London).

Robinson’s Wall Game
Wall location:
Grid reference:
Rock
type

Colour

GPS:
Texture

Stone ID

Date built/repaired:
Use

Decayed

Finish

Quarry

Sample recording sheet.
You may wish to modify
this for your own particular
circumstances.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Construction style (coursed/uncoursed; random rubble/shaped stone; shape/
thickness):

On the reverse of the sheet or on a spearate sheet add further notes; give a list of
any photographs (recent or archival); sketch wall and mark location of stone types
identified.
Recorder, address and date:

Stonebuilt Ireland would be
delighted to receive the
recording sheets, sketches
and photographs
documenting stone walls
anywhere in Ireland.
Stonebuilt Ireland, c/o
Department of Geology,
Trinity College, Dublin 2
See contact page on
www.stonebuiltireland.com
Or email: wysjcknp@tcd.ie

Robinson’s Wall Game: a Dublin example
Three views of a wall with mainly rubble Calp Limestone and Leinster Granite, some exotic
stonetypes (for Dublin) and reworked cut stone used for infills and repairs

Coursed stonework –
granite and limestone

Mixed stonework

Portland Limestone (<1%)
Calp Limestone (60%)
Leinster Granite (40%)
New Red Sandstone (<1%)
Reused cut stone for repair
or infilling former gateway
(c. 15%)

Further reading

Patrick McAfee’s Irish Stone Walls is
the authorative text on the subject
and has appeared in several editions

Alen MacWeeney and Richard Conniff’s The
Stone Walls of Ireland (l) or the newer edition
(r) provide an evocative pictorial narrative.

